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Minutes CO-OP instructors’ meeting, Milano, March 23 & 24 2019  

GOAL  
Goals of the meeting: 

- To be well informed around developments of the CO-OP Academy and working processes, 
so that the instructor is aware of expectations on roles and tasks 

- To be further inspired by other CO-OP instructors and be an inspiration to others around 
teaching CO-OP, so that the quality of the workshop is under continuous development and 
the participants’ satisfaction is ever increasing 

- To be well informed about the latest’s research as instructors in order to have evidence 
based examples in teaching CO-OP 

- To become more aware that improvement of the workshop is needed and deliver input for 
the revamp / update of the workshop 

- To network on a personal and professional level so that communication between all of us 
stays fluid and possible new (research) adventures will grow. 

PLAN 
The agenda, with in between changes for just in time management, meeting in lovely Italy. 
 
DO - : Saturday March 23, day 1: 13h – 18h  
 

1. Minute takers will be Jolien, Anne and Claire 
2. Introduction (Helene)  

Big heartfelt thank you to Patrizia, Isabella and Barbara for organizing this meeting…Barbara we miss you! 
 

3. Everyone introduces themselves (who they are, how did they got involved in CO-OP, why they are 
here, what their goals for the meeting are)  

Great intros and very interesting trivia about ourselves! 

Individual and specified goals for this meeting: 

 Stop CO-OPish-ness 

 Have therapists feel comfortable with doing CO-OP without needing to ‘add’ a bottom-up element 

 Hear about the research being done on CO-OP 

 Be updated on research that is going on, especially with adults (and who to contact as a mentor in 
this domain)  ++++++ 

 Learn from others’ experience and use it in the workshop ++++++ 

 Learn how other countries teach transfer and generalization and combine this with talk about 
consolidation day 

 How does the third day (consolidation day) look in other settings, can we have a refresher day?  
Have been done in Sweden, Boot-camp experiences,…  

 How to enhance therapists’ skills to actually do CO-OP 

 How to implement new data into the CO-OP workshop (revamp) 

 Make our networking process more efficient  

 Develop an inspiring network  

 Understand what our community of CO-OP instructs want to know from the research  

 Collaborate with instructors from other countries and share instructor resources  
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 Get to know other instructors 

 Figure out why only pediatric OTs seem to participate in CO-OP courses and not so many adults 
(Switzerland, UK, was also in France and Italy….how did you get this transition?) (consolidation day, 
broaden to participant group) 

 Video preparation for workshop is a challenge (to get the videos)  

 How to be a better CO-OP instructor  (relate to quality topics, idea change partner for giving WS)  

 How to do the workshop using a lifespan perspective (together with consolidation day) 

 Where is the certification process at (online, in person, etc.) 

 Share examples of how to do CO-OP with people of different ages/different performance problems 
(with consolidation day) 

 Inter-professional workshops…what professions? Modifications in workshop?  

 Clinical implications-how to implement CO-OP within clinical context constraints (was not a topic 
yesterday, combining with consolidation day) 

 How to handle CO-OP-ishness, especially if the therapist is certified 

 How are people  finding the new format (3rd day)—how it flows  

 Certificate of attendance 

o e.g., If attend 3rd day, but do not have a case, do you still give a certificate 

 Clarify how to teach 

o DPA slide 

o Convergent/divergent questions—what type of question-when (Questioning funnel)  

 Is CO-OP taught in OT schools? If so, how.  

 Israeli give longer workshops (4+5+5+5++ = 25 hours + 6 hours consolidation): how does this go? 

 How to maintain competences for giving CO-OP therapy? Re-fresher days? 

 Will the certification be online and/or live? (university of Trois Rivieres in Québecque) Who gets to 
do it? Language doesn’t matter? Maybe country-region coordinator will be involved for assessing 
case studies? 

 

4. The CO-OP Academy Organization: Where we come from (History), Where are we at now , Moving 
forward (the future).  

Please look at the info within the power point as used  (Rianne) 
 

5. CO-OP workshop: Give an overview of data collected , Reflecting on the presented data, the efforts 
to collect this. 

Formal thank you to Erni and her husband for their work on the Excel CO-OP workshop data 
collection/analysis. Please look at the info within the power point as used  (Erni). 
Discussion and decisions around the role of country coordinators. See action list for decisions and actions 
 

 
6. CO-OP workshop evaluation 

A general form has been developed for people to use in situations when the hosts do not have their own 
workshop evaluation form – see Dropbox instructors folder: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/89n2lv0p8jmwym3/AAAESAa2rJp9RCi8HG4uMJwna?dl=0 
 

7. Workshop experiences   

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/89n2lv0p8jmwym3/AAAESAa2rJp9RCi8HG4uMJwna?dl=0
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Small groups discussed themes, what is going well, suggestions for improvement. Results: 

 Teaching GPDC 
o During workshop, dyads teach each other GPDC 

 Homework 
o Box of activities to learn (for participants who are from away) 

 COPM-client centred goal setting 
o Takes a lot of time 

 Pre-reading questions/scenarios for client-centered goals for when clients bring up 
unrealistic scenarios 

 How to manage when therapists have fewer than 10 sessions (like 3-4) 

 Consolidation Day 
o Rather than focus on cases, focus on issues that have been identified 

 Tailoring of workshops according to culture/country workshop is given 

 Day 1-to many slides, too much repetition, too much DCD 

 How do you stay fresh as an instructor? 
o Comment that it is good to work with different people 
o Who gives feedback to whom? 
o Bootcamp? 

 Role-modeling works well 

 Videos work well 

 History is nice to see the evolution of CO-OP and top-down/bottom-up approaches 
evolution 

 Slide repetition can be improved  

 More emphasis on questioning and therapeutic techniques of therapists 

 Add more practice…start with a concrete practice and then go to theory 

 DCD is not always relevant or pertinent 

 Neurology part is sometimes difficult to teach  

 IDEA: _to do a flipped classroom  

 Think about terminology, so it is more in line with other theories used 

 Think about prerequisites and how to determine theses, perhaps have an extra day for those 
who are not familiar with… 

 Nice to see when participants ‘click’ 

 Participants send instructors case studies beforehand …give instructors time to review and 
orient them as to what the issues are (if no case sent, no come to workshop) 

o Spend more time on what kind of question would you use… 

 Like the idea of modules that instructors can pick and choose 

 Less the theoretical piece and more time on building the competencies 

 Importance of introducing the CO-OP approach concept and having participants practice 
how to introduce a CO-OP way of working 

 Go through a transcript of a therapy session 
o Identify strategy use and guided discovery 

 Consolidation day 
o Like the sticky notes activity (help focus the consolidation day) 
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o Breaking up in smaller group to share case studies and video is helpful 
o At the beginning and the end of the consolidation day participants use the 

PQRS/COPM as a self-evaluation 
o Letter to self (therapists write their own letter to self on paper about their goal and 

plan on applying CO-OP) 
 

Small group discussion notes – see attachement 

END of Saturday 

 

DO  - Sunday March 24  Day 2 International Instructors COOP meeting Milan  

 

8. In between check: Went through goals of attendees from previous day and reviewed. 
9. Role of country coordinator 

One for every country/region. Decision made yesterday that for new countries, where currently no country 
coordinator, Jolien will take on role of “other country “coordinator.  

Where there are issues in an area or region then they will try to resolve locally with own country 
coordinator, in the event of no local resolution can be reached then can bring issue to the academy 
executive committee.  

10. Online Course and certification process update 

Helene gave some background to current position in that a few years ago an on-line course was developed 
based on funding from University of Toronto. This has been envisaged to comprise of 3-parts: 

Part 1 “Hello this is COOP” free and open to all on COOP website but not consistently available 
(pretend it’s not there!) 

Part 2 This will be for those wanting to learn the approach and will have a 3-day COOP workshop fee 
payable to university of Toronto. 

Part 3 Certification – It is envisaged this will consist of having 3-5 people on line with a relevant 
country COOP instructor. The participants will present videos and cases, receive feedback and 
receive a certification certificate. 

All parts have been developed but not available due to local issues with the University of Toronto, a contract 
is being developed to support this work but not yet ratified. Negotiations on going to resolve issues currently 
delaying launch of the programme.  Updates will be available as process progresses meaning that the 
certification process is not finalised and is on hold. 

11. Activity in groups to discuss topics for the day in groups and feedback main discussion points.  

Workgroup develop to take forward an action plan?  

Action for all: Each group to report their actions with time-line by 21st July 2019 to Rose. 

See attachments for small group discussion minutes 
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12. Video conference 13h-15h. Participants  by  video link: 

 Jessie Wilson Assist Prof Western Uni London Ontario Uni 

 Carmaine Berni OT Royal Children’s Hospital Sydney 

 Elsbeth Froude Assoc Prof Sydney  

 Deborah Cameron COOP academy executive 

 Erin Iverson PT Cicinatti 
 

13. What’s next for the COOP academy? - The incorporation of the COOP Academy 

Currently 3-parts to the academy 

 Knowledge translation 

 Knowledge generation 

 Communication group how come and work with each other. 
 

This an informal group who undertake a lot of work but not a legal entity so not legally in a position to sign 
contracts which has been an issue re the getting the on-line course up and running as university of Toronto 
require a legal entity in own right to sign the contract. 

Work is done on voluntary basis and where other situations that require more resources have used Helene’s 
lab which now Helene is feeling less comfortable with this use of her lab for a societies work.  

Where there have been funds there have been issues with where this money sits – money laundering 
questions have arisen for example, and issues of how to move it around and so forth. 

So concept of incorporation has been discussed, in Canada 3 potential paths to incorporation: 

 Register the company – doesn’t cover issues of liability of directors 

 Become not for profit entity 

 Become a for profit entity 
Best advice has been to go as a for profit entity, based in Ontario as this presents less problems overall. Final 
name to be decided. Proposed owners will be Deb Cameron, Rose Martini, Noemi Cantin and Helene. There 
will be a board of directors along-side the owners, these positions can be adopted by people on both. Board 
may have some international directors as well.  

Some thoughts currently developing regarding who these directors could be, need to draft a business plan to 
include generating income, paid staff and paying for the activities that generate costs such as paying for lab 
work,  

Idea for income generation have included by membership and on-line training fees. 

Attendees responded that they felt that it is a transparent, necessary change and were grateful to have 
included in this natural and wonderful progression. 

Rose gave some context that as the organisation becomes bigger need “staff” to ensure continued growth 
and success of the academy 
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 Q’s Where the risk rest lie with directors or owners? – greater risk with the owners but with an 
incorporation it is the incorporation that is sued, directors have liabilities but these are limited and 
can be covered by an insurance. 

 Q’s income generation would there be a return to requiring courses to pay a fee for courses run? – 
this was tried before but didn’t work, therefore will look at other forms of revenue generation 

 Q how decided who to invite to be owners? - Notion of principle was used to identify who to invite – 
owners regarded who would be interested, developed a principle of who would be invited to be 
owner – had to be actively involved already in association, had to be on the executive.  

 Q . What will happen to the profits? - Envisaged that any profit would be used to continue to 
enhance the work of the CO-OP academy and approach plus some possible small research funds. 
Also could offer an honorarium for people who put in distinct but substantial pieces of work. 

 Q. What is time line for changes? – Hopefully  the contract for certification modules can start June 
1st, So  we try to manage to get this in place before outgoing chair of university of Toronto.  And the 
new CO-OP marry up in readiness for the renewal of the trainers contract at end of December 2019. 

 Q. How will different languages be accommodated on line with certification? It is envisaged that the 
country coordinators will be leading the certification on-line 
 

14. CO-OP research 

Presentations from:  

 Hortensia Gimeno – Cognitive approach to rehabilitation in children with hyperkinetic movement 
disorders. 

 Jessie Wilson School of OT Western University: Presented research on use of CO-OP with Youth on 
the autistic spectrum and in a group format. 

 Swedish group – poster presentation at WFOT Cape Town - Potential benefits of the Cognitive 
Orientation to daily Occupational Performance in young adults with SB or CP. Ref Peny-Dahlstrand 
m, Bergqvist L, Hofgren C, Himmelmann K, Ohrvall A-M. Disability and Rehabilitation pub on line oct 
2018. 

 Debby Gevir Handwriting self – assessment – English Hebrew and Arabic versions – references 
available  
 

15. Literature updates 

Erni presented updates, all literature is in the CO-OP instructors drop box, let Rianne know if you cannot 
access the drop box and she will send an invite. 

Updated literature list is available on the CO-OP Academy website and links will take directly through to 
pubmed. New articles are available via CO-OP Dropbox for instructors. If you are aware of new publications, 
please let us know (Erni Schönthaler and Rianne Jansens)  

How can we stay abreast of what is going on or contribute/collaborate to on-going research or accessing 
some mentorship if considering research email Hortensia Gimeno 

Helene suggested next year agenda item could be 30 min on research mentorship. 

16. Communication – Jolien is Network lead 

Lots of channels: 

 Dropbox – Rianne coordinates information 
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 Twitter account CO-OP 

 Facebook 

 List serve – send out newsletter, since Sara left Jolien will take-over and re-start in near future. 

 
CHECK 
Evaluation of 1,5 days meeting 

- Wonderful organization, great food, wonderful hosts, Thank you to the Itallian Association SITO for 
hosting the group 

- Too short, there is a lot to discuss 
- Explain before head which topics of the agenda will be emphasized in the mtg (KTC needs input for 

this)  
- Forming working groups, working in between two meetings: some people like this, some not that 

much 
- Which structure will be there in the ‘new CO-OP academy’ company is still under construction 

 
We are looking forward seeing you again! 

CO-OP academy KTC Rose Martini, Helene Polatajko, Sabine Vinçon, Erni Schönthaler, Rianne Jansens 

Thanks to Anne, Claire, Jolien for minute taking 
 

 

Attachements : 
1. Decisions and actions list 
2. Link to Dropbox folder CO-OP academy for instructors 
3. Reports of the working groups Saturday 
4. Reports of the working groups Sunday 
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1. Decisions and actions coming out of this meeting 
 

What Who  When 
Giving a workshop in another country where there is 
NO country coordinator send the info to the “other” 
country coordinator  
 

 

Instructor who is conducting such 
a workshop 
 
Jolien (communication committee) is 
the  “other” country coordinator 

Timed 
around 
the 
workshop 

Giving a workshop in a / another country where there 
IS a country coordinator, then you need to inform 
that country’s coordinator 
 

all Timed 
around 
the 
workshop 

Clarify which countries are in which regions and place 
document in DropBox 

KTC done 

Homework working groups 1-5 (see underneath 
for the themes) 
 

All 
Coordinated by the spokesperson 
Sending update to 
rmartini@uottawa.ca  

July 1 

Next instructors meeting, suggestions: End of 2020 
The request to announce it earlier is heard but hard 
to realize (depending on Helene’s plan for coming 
overseas) 
2022 WFOT in Paris would be a good occasion 

 

KTC will look for opportunities.  

 
 

Sending the group picture around or to 
Rianne.jansens@zuyd.nl  

 

Rianne (will be posted at Dropbox 
folder CO-OP academy for 
instructors) 

Rianne 

Look for info at the Dropbox folder: CO-OP academy 
for instructors  

 

instructors On a 
more or 
less 
regular 
base 

 
2. Link to Dropbox folder for CO-OP instructors: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/89n2lv0p8jmwym3/AAAESAa2rJp9RCi8HG4uMJwna?dl=0 
 
Subgroups discussing : 

1. Consolidation day : how should it run, what’s working or not, relation with certification piece,… 
2. How do we broaden participation in the WS?  How do we do lifespan perspective? How to do 

interprofessional groups? (others besides physio;) 
3. Revamp the WS, specially day 1, first morning (too theoretical, enhancing engagement)…………. 
4. How can help participants more with G/T? What are the resources we use, how we can share?... 
5. What can we do increase skills of the instructors? Evaluating? How to stay updated?... 

 

mailto:rmartini@uottawa.ca
mailto:Rianne.jansens@zuyd.nl
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/89n2lv0p8jmwym3/AAAESAa2rJp9RCi8HG4uMJwna?dl=0
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3. Reports of the working groups Saturday 
 

Group 1 – Dido, ….etc. 

Consolidation day : how should it run, what’s working or not, relation with certification piece,… 

- Box with different toys-activities so everyone can learn sth new 
- Not teaching goalsetting or COPM as they know it, but it seems not always the case (suggestion: 

prereading, questionnaire,…) 
- Consolidation day: therapists only have done part of CO-OP, not presenting the whole day. 

- Discussion: prereading can work? Existing knowledge or experience can differ per country/region. 
 
 

Group 2 – Jolien, Ann Corbett,…..etc. 

How do we broaden participation in the WS?  How do we do lifespan perspective? How to do 
interprofessional groups? (others besides physio;) 

- having an instructor from the Adult world, eg recruit from your coop workshop / stimulate an 
interested person and you could work with a workshop assistant from the adult work 

- workshop and or a presentation at a national conference and communicate about lifespan courses, 
to inspire. Suggestion is to talk more general eg Occupation based intervention . You could call it CO-
OP Lifespan. 

- Inspire students at their bachelor / master programs and talk about lifespan so be in touch with the 
universities/ departments in order to present the life span “vision”, poisoning CO-OP in a 
“mainstream” module and not in a pediatric module 

- Hosting the workshop at a place where lifespan is a regular “thing” meaning for instance not at a 
pediatric institute 

- When there are participants from the adult work, how can they work as change agent towards the 
lifespan courses 

- Change you advertisement texts and pictures 
- In promoting the workshop send out the evidence and put in the cv of the instructors one from the 

pediatric and adult work 
- Have a table in the room with the evidence out of the lifespan! 
- Revamp the workshop content and video’s, the language and examples for the workshop, not use 

the 2004 book 
- So: can the 2004 book be updated for lifespan use? 
- Terminology used in COOP is also in other literature, is their terminology we can have synonyms…. 

Eg domain specific strategies   

New area: 

- Goal setting talk about the different goals, motor control  AND behavior, cognition influenced in an 
occupational perspective 

- Pain management and psychiatry  

 

Group 3 –Ann Somers (IE) Hortensia, Giorgia, Rianne 

Revamp the WS, specially day 1, first morning (too theoretical, enhancing engagement)…………. 
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Reflections on  CO-OP workshop Ppt 

Shorter DCD piece 

 Cutting it or working with a separate slide deck you only use when needed 

 Keep how CO-OP started from historical perspective, to accommodate more for lifespan 
Keep intervention approaches 
Neuroplasticity:  

 could it be covered by pre-reading?  

 More to ‘practicing errors’ vs ‘practicing success  
G/T scale be added 
More client-centred discussion + question their actual perceptions 
Role play 
More evidence related to when we look at the different groups 
Fidelity checklist in day 1 and 2: still under discussion 
Same for observation list 
Emphasize the whole process more 
What is compulsory and what not? Discuss how much you can play as instructor? Can you add slides or not? 
What needs to be on slides and what can be on instructors’ prompt list? 
 

Group 4 – Rose,…..etc. 

How can help participants more with G/T? What are the resources we use, how we can share?... 

 Excercise e.g., homework, writing,…….. Went well 

 DPA with video 

 …Italian 

 GD: identify strategies 

 TedTalk of Helene start at 2nd day 

 Two days: …., pricing can become of an issue 

 DCD part is huge, takes a lot of time 

 1st part is more passive 

 Changes made in WS-slides: how to keep up with the changes? 

 What flexibility is there? What has to be in the WS, what is facultative? E.g. fidelity checklist,. 

 Consolidation day: when if participants are not prepared 

 Poster for identifying the issues works well 

 Organizing a subgroup around an issue 

 Managing: 1 instructor two groups of 4-5 people 
 

Group 5 – Claire,…..  

What can we do increase skills of the instructors? Evaluating? How to stay updated?... 

Here is a summary of the some of the ideas and issues that were raised in our small group discussion on 
Saturday at the CO-OP Instructors Meeting.  

1. The issue of the prolonged theoretical part on Day 1 was discussed. Group members talked about 
various strategies to reduce the need for so much theoretical content or make it more pertinent to 
instruction/practice of the 'doing of CO-OP' during the workshop. This included:  
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 providing pre-reading to workshop participants (1-2 key papers about the CO-OP approach and/or 
theoretical underpinnings) 

 providing a copy of the CO-OP book to all participants (which they receive prior to attending the 
workshop)  

 changing the placement of slides dedicated to theoretical foundations in order to 'break-up' the 
theoretical content and spread it across Days 1 and 2.  

 
2. Group members agreed that the emphasis on the workshop should be on developing practical 

competence. We discussed various ways in which we as instructors enabled practical experience for 
conducting CO-OP:  

 using concrete examples and videos to illustrate guided discovery 

 emphasizing the importance of how the global strategy is first introduced and taught to the 
client and using role play to allow participants to practice this step  

 complementing videos with transcripts of the discussion between the client and the therapist. 
These can be used to help participants analyse and identify the types of questions being asked by 
the therapist (and what these questions prompt on the part of the client), therapist/client’s use 
of the global strategy 'language', client's use of the global strategy or DPA, etc.  

 using the Observational Checklist to analyse case examples or videos and identify/make note of 
instances of various key features (DPA, global strategy, DSS, etc.) so that participants gradually 
get a sense of what this looks like in practice and, over time, create a collection of concrete 
examples of different key features 

 for the Day 1 homework assignment, asking participants to think about something that they 
have previously learned and analysing the phases/strategies of their own learning process in 
relation to what they have learned about CO-OP  

 for the Day 2 homework task, providing participants with a variety of task options (juggling, tying 
a tie) and asking them to pick one that they do not know how to do and ‘learn’ the skill using the 
key features of CO-OP (thus avoiding the situation in which one participants ‘teaches’ the skill to 
another participant)  
 

3. We also discussed strategies used on Day 3 in order to more successfully structure the group discussion 
around the specific issues raised by participants and to ensure that all participants are equally involved in 
small group analysis of case studies:  

 asking participants to send case study videos to the instructor prior to Day 3 (to ensure that all 
participants come to day 3 with a case ready to share with the group) 

 at the beginning of Day 3, asking participants to record things related to ‘doing CO-OP’ where 
they felt they were very successful, areas in which they felt they were somewhat successful and 
those in which they felt they were having difficulty. These are recorded on sticky notes and 
arranged on a poster board according to CO-OP key features, which can then be used to review 
and check areas of biggest challenges among participants 

 ensuring that all participants have an opportunity to share their case presentations in small 
groups (moderated by instructors), where they are more comfortable discussing 
successes/challenges. This can be followed with the selection of a few videos for review as a 
whole group. These included examples of good practice as well as videos in which a participant 
expressed having a problem to be resolved. It was important that each group have access to a 
laptop so that videos could be viewed and discussed in the small groups.  

 The idea of using the Fidelity Checklist and/or the PQRS scale as a means of participant self-
evaluation (at the beginning and end of the workshop and, in the case of the checklist, 
throughout) was discussed.  
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 At the end of Day 3, participants are asked to write their ‘letter to self’ on paper and place it in a 
sealed envelope, which the instructor mails back to participants several months after the 
workshop 

 

4. Reports of the working groups Sunday 

Group 1 Consolidation day Dido 

ACTION/S: Identify the major issues faced on running day 3 so have basis on which can start to 
develop solutions 

Group 2 How do we broaden participation for life span courses and building in life span perspective 
including other professions. Jolien/ Anne 

ACTION/S: 
- Collection of examples of advertising to share in drop-box, generic descriptions for lifespan course,  
- Ideas for networking within own country 

 

Group 3 Re-vamp of day 1. To increase audience engagement of specifics of CO-OP – Ann Somers 

Shorten DCD keep just to a historical perspective. If delivering a lifespan course need to keep top down, 
discussion, where to put the neuroscience. 
More time for client-centred practice discussion 
More role play throughout the course 
Where to put in the evidence part, best to bring in after most of course completed? 
What parts must be taught 
Pre and post evaluation by participants – don’t use COPM or call it the COPM use other scales 
Video’s for each DSS 
Transcripts of child therapist conversation 
G&T  
Using the observation list for therapist and fidelity checklist throughout the 2-days 
What is compulsory to teach and what not, how much can you ”play around” 
 
ACTION/S: 

 Re-vamp work shop by a working group 

 Statement re what is compulsory what can you play around with – can group give that some 
thought 

 How to build in theory throughout such as neuroscience part rather than a distinct part of 
the training day 

 

Group 4 Building in generalisation and transfer and resources sharing. Rose 

Build G&T discussions in each part of the workshops.  
e.g. Goals _ discuss short and long term 
DPA for breakdowns this task other tasks 
GPDC – used through-out 
Significant others – how they facilitate 
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Format – using homework for G&T 
So for each point bring in G&T 
Resource sharing for teaching, e.g. templates for documentation 
Having a box of activities identify strategies use 
 

ACTIONS: 

 Group to come-up e.g.  of how would you infuse G&T for each of the key features 

 Are there ways of how to share videos –  

 Documentation – examples and template sharing 

 

Group 5: How do we maintain the quality of instructions, content and instructors? Heike 

Standardise information gathered from evaluation forms 
Peer evaluation for instructors 
Observe or co-train with another instructor who is delivering the life span perspective. 
FAQ for participants especially for consolidation day 
Using the global feedback forms 
How can we share materials/methods, video’s using 
Workshops on Skype – within country/region between other countries 
Erasmus funding for exchanges 
 
ACTIONS 

- FAQ’s for instructors 
- Determine the possibilities for Co-teaching and observing 

 

 


